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Following Nietzsche's invocation of the double Greeks, the god Pan has been an important figure to both Modernists and Post-modernists as a hybrid creature who escapes traditional standards of unity and harmony. Part human, part animal; part benevolent, part sinister; part inspiring, part alarming, the mythological deity personifies several contrasting qualities that haunt high and late modernity: Dionysus vs. Christ, secularism vs. faith, profane vs. sacred, sensual vs. spiritual, hedonism vs. morality, Arcadia vs. Paradise, nature vs. society, primitive vs. civilized. In contrast to the opposition between Apollo and Dionysus, which seeks a fusion of the two forces, Pan represents a dialectical tension beyond transcendence. Thus, this enigmatic half-man, half-goat becomes a paradigmatic cipher for artists and intellectuals who appeal to his alluring powers in order to find out whether the ancient oracles have fallen silent or can still address our concerns.
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